Rationale for engineering an enzyme by introducing a mutation that compensates for a deletion.
Procedures are needed for the manipulation of enzymes to introduce improved catalytic efficiencies and substrate affinities, even in the absence of information on three-dimensional structure. We previously described a selection for amino acid replacements that compensate for a large polypeptide deletion in an enzyme. The rationale is that, because of the missing polypeptide sequence, compensatory replacements must create new enzyme-substrate contacts that are not present in the native protein. Here we introduce into an undeleted enzyme a mutation that compensates for a large deletion in the same enzyme. Binding and kinetic measurements show that this mutation has the same effect on the undeleted as on the deleted protein. The results suggest that a new enzyme-substrate interaction has been created by the mutation and that its contribution to the interaction energy is similar in both the deleted and undeleted molecules. Introduction of this class of mutations into enzymes may in general be useful for engineering them to have improved interactions with ligands and substrates.